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ABSTRACT
Pair Programming is a development technique in which two programmers collaborate to conduct the same development task. The use of this technique in information systems development may support many activities, such as code inspection and software integration. Studies have investigated the advantages and drawbacks of pair programming in both industrial and academic context. However, with respect to academic research, the majority of studies investigate this technique in European or North American educational institutions. Considering that some social and geographic factors may impact on the application and efficiency of agile methods such as pair programming, we lack an evaluation of this programming practice in the context of Brazilian students. In this paper, we discuss the findings of three one-hour quasi-experiments conducted with 55 undergraduate and graduate students to assess pair programming in the development of tasks to implement an information system. These participants are students enrolled in Information Systems and related courses of two Brazilian institutions. For the experiment, we divided each class in two groups: one group for solo programming and the other for pair programming. As a result, we observed that participants developing tasks in pairs presented lower rates of time spent and difficulty faced to complete development tasks when compared with solo programming participants. However, we did not observe a significant increase on the correctness in tasks developed by both experiment groups: paired and solo programmers. Finally, we conducted an analysis of participant feedback regarding other advantages of using pair programming in systems development.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

General Terms
Experimentation, human factors, management, verification.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Pair Programming (PP) is a software development technique, related to Agile Methods, in which two programmers collaborate to conduct the same development task [2][9]. One of the programmers assumes the control of computational resources and writes source code. The other programmer is responsible for assisting the partner, verifying the source code during implementation to identify flaws or mistakes, for instance [8]. This technique may also contribute for discussion and brainstorming between partners to solve development tasks [5].

PP has been successfully applied in industry [2][23] aiming to increase software quality, foster team collaboration, introduce junior developers in a development team [19], and many other contexts [10]. There are some investigation of pair programming in academic context. For instance, previous work [12][24] has assessed the impact of PP in the performance of undergraduate students. One of the main positive impacts of PP in academia is the knowledge sharing that can support undergraduate students in programming courses [14]. However, we still lack a deeper understanding regarding the benefits of PP in educational environments (in general) and in Brazilian contexts (in particular).

To address this limitation, this study presents and discusses the findings of three one-hour quasi-experiments comparing PP with solo programming in the context of two Brazilian universities. For this purpose, we collected data regarding time spent, difficulty level, correctness, and feedback with respect to five development tasks conducted by experiment participants. We aim to identify advantages and drawbacks of using PP when compared with solo programming in the development of information systems. We designed tasks to be conducted in a one-hour experiment, using Java programming language, and on a toy information system for improvement or implementation of new features.

The experiments were conducted in three university courses of two educational institutions; one of the courses has post-graduate level. For the courses, undergraduate and graduate students were randomly divided in two groups, one to use PP and the other to use solo programming during the experiment. Each participant (or pair of participants) conducted five development tasks in a laboratory, using computers with support material, such as a pre-installed IDE, source code of an information system, and its documentation.

As a result, we observed significantly lower rates of time spent and difficulty faced by participants who developed the proposed tasks in pairs, when compared with solo programmers. However, we did not observe a significant increase of correctness in the
source code developed by pair programmers in comparison with programmers from the solo group.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a background with relevant concepts to support the understanding of our study. Section 3 describes the experimental design, including the experiment scope and investigated hypotheses. Section 4 presents and discusses our main research results regarding the three applied quasi-experiments. Section 5 presents related work with respect to the investigation of PP in academic and industrial contexts. Section 6 discusses some threats to the validity of our study. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper and suggests future work.

2. BACKGROUND

Agile methods are a collection of development and management techniques to support lightweight and fast software development [9]. Agile methods are composed by various techniques with different goals, such as prioritizing high software reliability [13], simple documentation for small development teams [7], and client satisfaction with respect to software product fast delivery [1]. Some of the agile principles are continuous development of software requirements, promotion of developers’ motivation and cooperation, technical improvements, appropriate software design, and software quality [11].

Agile software development has been proposed in response to limitations of traditional plan-oriented software processes, such as the Waterfall model [9]. The Agile Manifesto1 focus on four key statements: individuals instead of processes and tools, functional software over extensive documentation, collaboration between stakeholders and development team, and responding to change. This manifesto also compiles the 12 principles of agile software development that cover several software development practices. Fowler and Highsmith [11] present agile methods as a new development approach covering various programming techniques and practices. Typical examples of agile methods include Extreme Programming (XP) [3], Scrum [4], and Test-Driven Development (TDD) [13].

XP is a collection of practices to support agile software development that covers technical aspects, such as source code implementation, software design, and testing. XP prescribes short development cycles and flexible scheduling [3]. Scrum is another agile method to support development management. Scrum aims to minimize the overload of the traditional central control of development teams, in a decentralized, iterative and incremental fashion [21]. The development process is distributed to teams under inspection. Scrum is recommended to complex and large software systems, for instance [22].

TDD applies a technique in which software testing comes before source code development [6]. It fits to critical and large systems that require special attention to flaw detection, because it was design to support increase of software quality by minimized occurrences of bugs, for instance [17]. Its steps consists of (i) writing unit tests to be run before a feature implementation, (ii) developing of the aimed features, and (iii) successive testing until the feature implementation is in accordance with the unit test [13].

In this study, we are interested on evaluating a specific agile practice: Pair Programming (PP). PP is a software development practice in which two programmers conduct the same development task [2]. One of the programmers is responsible to control the computational resources and write source code. The other programmer is responsible for assisting the partner in source code verification and validation, discussion, and other contributions [8]. PP is a practice particularly recommended by XP [18]. This practice have been investigated both in industry [2][23] and academia [12][24].

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

This section describes the experimental design of our study. In Section 3.1, we present the main goal and hypotheses that guided this study. Section 3.2 describes the participant set before data set reduction. Section 3.3 presents the artifacts we designed to support our experiments. Finally, Section 3.4 describes the steps of the experiment.

3.1 Goal and Hypothesis

In this study, we aim to evaluate the use of PP in academic context when compared with solo programming, with respect to the development of information systems. For this purpose, we conducted three quasi-experiments in three Information Systems-related courses in two educational institutions: Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG) and University of Itaúna (UIT). Two courses are undergraduate level (Software Engineering) and one is post-graduated level (Empirical Software Engineering).

Our main goal is to identify advantages and drawbacks regarding the use of PP by undergraduate and graduate students in the development of programming tasks. We are also interested in the participant feedback about the experiment.

The experiment goal, based on the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) method [25], is: Analyze the use of Pair Programming (PP), from the purpose of performance evaluation when compared with solo programming, with respect to time spent, difficulty level, and correctness of developed tasks, from the point of view of developers, in the context of Brazilian students.

To support our empirical study, we conceived the following hypotheses.

**H1.** PP decreases time spent to develop tasks when compared with solo programming.

**H2.** PP decreases the difficulty level to perform development tasks when compared with solo programming.

**H3.** PP increases correctness of developed tasks when compared with solo programming.

We defined the hypotheses H1 and H3 to guide our study in accordance with related work that investigate key-aspects of pair programming and agile methods [2][23]: impacts of development time spent and correctness of implemented features. In turn, considering that we run our experiments in academic context, we also are interested on investigating the difficulty faced by students to apply PP in information system development (hypothesis H2).

3.2 Participant Set

We obtained an initial participant set composed by 60 undergraduate or graduate students in Information Systems and related courses. Table 1 presents the total number of experiment participants. C1 is the first class (Experimental Software Engineering from UFMG), C2 is the second class (Software
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1 http://www.agilemanifesto.org/principles.html/
Engineering from UIT), and C3 is the third class (Software Engineering from UFMG) where the experiment was applied.

Table 1. Participant Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Group</th>
<th>Class C1</th>
<th>Class C2</th>
<th>Class C3</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair Programming</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo Programming</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3 Experiment Artifacts

We designed the following artifacts required to run the experiment:

- **Commitment Form**: this formal document: (i) describes the experiment, (ii) requests the use of collected data for analysis, and (iii) guarantees anonymous publication of obtained results.

- **Background Form**: we designed this six-question form to acquire participant data regarding previous knowledge in software systems development topics and techniques used in the experiment. Questions cover software development topics that participants may know, previous professional experience, and level of skill with respect to development techniques applied in our study.

- **Experiment Form**: this document describes the five programming tasks to be conducted in the one-hour experiment. It also includes fields to inform initial time, end time, and difficulty level for each development task. The difficulty level is an integer value between 1 (no difficulty) and 5 (unable to complete the task). This value aims to measure the overall difficulty faced by participants to complete an experiment task.

- **Feedback Form**: this form contains 9 questions to allow participants report their difficulty faced to: complete the experiment tasks, understand the source code provided for experiment execution, use the Java programming language, and use the Eclipse IDE. As in the Experiment Form, difficulty level is an integer value between 1 and 5.

- **Vending Machine information system**: this is a Java toy information system that participants used to develop tasks described in the Experiment Form.

The Vending Machine system simulates a soda vending machine. Users can insert coins with fixed value. Based on the inserted amount of coins, users can buy products available in the machine. Two classes totaling 261 lines of code (with JavaDoc comments) compose this system: Dispenser and Vending Machine. We also provided a support documentation in form of a class diagram. All artifacts used in the experiments, including the Commitment Form, the Experiment Form, and the source code of Vending Machine, are available for consultation in the research group website.

### 3.4 Experiment Steps

We divided our experiments in the following four steps.

**Step 1: Form Filling and Training.** Before start with the experiment, participants filled the Commitment Form and the Background Form. Although none of the participants reported lack of knowledge about PP in the Background Form, we provided a brief description of the proposed experiment including basic concepts of pair programming.

**Step 2: Experiment Presentation.** Then, we described the experiment configuration for participants. We also instructed participants with respect to the required form filling. We presented the information system used to develop the experimental tasks and answered eventual questions about the experiment.

**Step 3: Participant Randomization.** For each class, we randomly divided participants in two groups: a control group to develop using solo programming and an experiment group to develop in pairs. Each experiment group was allocated to a different laboratory. We provided computers with the Eclipse IDE\(^4\) installed and the source code of Vending Machine previously imported and opened.

**Step 4: Experiment Execution.** Participants (or pairs of participants) received an Experiment Form for filling during the experiment execution. Finally, participants filled the Feedback Form after concluding all tasks that they were able to complete in the limit time of experiment.

We conducted a pilot experiment with three volunteers to validate the feasibility of the proposed experiment. This pilot experiment supported us making decision regarding difficulty of developing the tasks, time constraints, form design, and applicability of the collected data in drawing conclusions. The pilot experiment execution also provided us feedback to refine the design of artifacts presented in Section 3.3. Results of the pilot experiment were discarded.

### 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents and discusses the experiment results. Section 4.1 discusses the data set reduction. Section 4.2 presents an analysis with respect to the background of participants. Section 4.3 discusses results regarding the experiment execution, including the analysis of time spent, difficulty level, and correctness for each experiment task developed by participants using PP or solo programming. Section 4.4 analyzes the results of the experiment feedback provided by participants.

#### 4.1 Data Set Reduction

In Section 3.2, we present our original set of participants for experiment execution. However, after running our experiment in the three classes, C1 to C3, we discarded five participants from
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\(^3\) http://goo.gl/qC7elq

\(^4\) https://eclipse.org/downloads/
C2 due to two main reasons: problems during the experiment execution or unauthorized use of collected data for experimental analysis. Figure 1 shows the distribution of participants after the applied data set reduction.

Since we applied the experiment in classes, we rewarded participants with one point in course grade to motivate their participation. Moreover, the participation of students in the experiment was counted as presence in the course.

Figure 1. Distribution of Participants per Class

4.2 Background of Participants

In our data analysis, we first assessed the overall background of participants to identify a possible balance of participants in both PP and solo programming groups. For this purpose, we extracted data from the Background Form presented in Section 3.3.

Figure 2 presents the background of participants with respect to previous knowledge about relevant software systems development topics such as OO Programming, Software Modeling, and others. In Figure 2, we compare the percentage of participants from both groups (PP and Solo Programming) that informed they know about each topic. We observe both groups have almost the same reported knowledge for all studied topics, showing our randomization was able to distribute proportionally the participants through groups.

Figure 2. Background of Participants in Software Development Topics

4.3 Experiment Data

Through the analysis of collected data from the Experiment Form (see Section 3.3), we investigated each hypothesis proposed in Section 3.1. For each hypothesis, we divide our analysis in two steps: first, we present and discuss the obtained results for each experiment task by comparing both groups (PP and Solo Programming); second, we compare groups in terms of the distribution of results considering all the five tasks.

H1. PP decreases time spent to develop tasks when compared with solo programming.

Figure 4 illustrates the collected data with respect to time spent by participants to complete tasks, for each experiment group. We observe that PP developers spent significantly less time to complete the Tasks 2, 4, and 5 (the hardest tasks to complete, in the viewpoint of authors). Although Task 1 demanded less development time in PP than in solo programming group, PP participants reached lower rates of correctness for this task than other participants. In turn, considering Task 3, the PP group spent more time and less correctness than solo programmers. Note that Tasks 1 and 3 are considered the easiest tasks by authors.

Figure 3. Technical Knowledge of Participants

Figure 4. Time Spent by Groups per Task

Figure 5 presents the distribution of total time spent by participants to complete the experiment. In this figure, we have the distribution of time per group (PP and Solo Programming). Note that the three quartiles of the PP boxplot are above the respective quartiles in the Solo boxplot. Moreover, the median in time spent by pair is around 40 minutes, a lower value when compared with the median of 60 minutes for solo participants. Therefore, we conclude that PP supported a significant decrease of time spent to complete development tasks.
H2. PP decreases the difficulty level to perform development tasks when compared with solo programming.

Figure 6 presents the results regarding difficulty levels faced by participants to complete tasks, per experiment group. We observe that PP developers reported significantly lower difficulty rates for 3 of 5 tasks, almost the same rate for 1 of 5 tasks, and higher rates for only 1 of 5 tasks. An overall analysis points that PP may decrease the difficulty to develop programming tasks when compared with solo programming. This observation confirms H2.

Considering that Tasks 2, 4, and 5 are the most difficult to complete in viewpoint of the study authors, we can conclude that PP may increase the developer comprehension of software requirements for a task. Therefore, PP may support knowledge and validation of a development task. These tasks were reported as the most difficult by paired participants when compared with solo programmers. However, in the easiest tasks from the viewpoint of authors, the difficulty level pointed by participants was approximately the same for both groups, PP and solo programming. This observation may point to an overestimation of difficulty level of simple tasks by PP participants.

Figure 7 presents the distribution of the mean difficulty level faced by participants to complete the experiment. Note that the quartiles for paired participants are lower than the respective quartiles for solo participants. There is a significant decrease in difficulty in terms of median, for instance: pairs considered a mean of 1.5 in difficulty scale (from 1 to 5); in turn, solo participants have a difficulty around 2 in the same scale. Then, we conclude that PP may decrease difficulty faced in the development of programming tasks.

H3. PP increases correctness of developed programming tasks when compared with solo programming.

To investigate the hypothesis H3, we analyzed the source code sent by participants in the end of the experiment conduction. Figure 8 illustrates the obtained results. We observed slightly higher rates of correctness in tasks developed by PP participants when compared with solo programming for 3 of 5 tasks. However, this increase of correct development tasks is almost insignificant.

Figure 8 presents the percentage of participants that provided correct implementations for each experiment task. We observe that PP participants presented lower rates of correctness when compared with solo programmers with respect to the easiest tasks (Tasks 1 and 3). When considering the hardest tasks, PP showed a slight increase of correctness in Task 5 and the same correctness rate for Tasks 2 and 4 when compared with solo programmers.

Considering only these results, we cannot affirm that H3 is correct. However, we believe that correctness of source code may be higher in PP groups than in solo programming groups. PP may be useful in comprehension of complex systems in terms of number of classes, attributes, methods, and packages. Furthermore, the development of a more realistic and robust system in terms of application domain may be benefited by the use of pair programming.
To support a different analysis, Figure 9 presents the distribution of correctness in answers from PP and Solo participants. In an opposite way when compared with Figures 5 and 7, this figure shows a slightly decrease of correctness in tasks performed by PP participants. In the authors’ viewpoint, this situation occurred because of the simplicity of the experiment. If we consider that participants used a toy information system to develop tasks designed for undergraduate and graduate students, the simplicity of tasks may have contributed to excessive discussion regarding the solution of tasks and, consequently, implementation mistakes. We are based on the observations that PP may support increase of correctness provided by related studies that, in turn, analyzed the large-scale and industrial development context [2][23].

4.4 Feedback of Participants

Finally, we are also interested in participant feedback with respect to the use of PP to develop the proposed tasks. In this context, we provided a Feedback Form for filling in the end of the experiment execution. It consisted of nine questions to assess participant difficulty to comprehend the developed tasks, the source code, documentation, and others. Considering that most of the question in Feedback Form are related to the difficulty to comprehend and execute the experiment tasks (an aspect already analyzed in Section 4.3), we selected two questions for feedback analysis.

The first question for analysis is how difficult it was to use Java programming language in the experiment by participants. We aim to observe whether PP contributes to ease Java usage in class. Figure 10 presents the distribution of difficulty level reported by participants to use Java programming language in the experiment execution. We observe almost the same distribution of values for both PP and Solo participants. However, we can notice that the median of difficulty for PP participants is lower than for solo programmers. Although these results are a subjective viewpoint of participants, we point that PP did not significantly affect the use of Java in the experiment.

The second question we analyze is about how difficult was to use the Eclipse IDE in the experiment by participants. Considering that participants include undergraduate students that may not know tools such as Eclipse, we aim to observe the impact of PP to ease the usage of this tool. Figure 11 presents the distribution of difficulty faced by participants to use Eclipse IDE per group.

Again, we observe no significant difference between difficulty level faced by PP and Solo groups to use the Eclipse IDE.

5. RELATED WORK

We were able to find few studies that investigate specifically the application of pair programming in the industrial context [2][20][23]. For instance, Vanhanen and Lassenius [23] studied the impacts of using pair programming in comparison with single programming in large-scale software development. They conducted a survey with 28 experienced developers to investigate the relationship of pair programming with software quality, development effort, learning, and other aspects of software
development. They conclude pair programming may support learning and team collaboration, for instance. They also observed a slightly increase of software quality when programming in pairs.

Arishholm et al. [2] conducted an extensive experiment with 295 developers with different professional experiences, from 29 consultancy companies in three countries. This experiment aimed to assess the use of pair programming in development tasks. The authors observed a significantly positive impact of using pair programming only in case of complex and large software system development, including an increase of correctness without decreasing the time spent to develop programming tasks. It was also observed a higher support of PP in development activities with respect to juniors who compared with experienced developers. Finally, Prechelt et al. [20] conduct an experiment to assess advantages of using pair programming in academic context. The authors aim to provide guidelines to support the execution of empirical studies in industry, such as PP assessment, that are generalizable to other contexts such as academic context.

Previous work investigate the use of pair programming in the academic context [12][15][16][24]. McDowell et al. [16] investigate the impact of pair programming on the performance of undergraduate students in class. About 600 students composed the participant set. The participants were divided in groups to assess the use of pair programming when compared with single programming. As a result, developers in pairs produced software with higher quality and obtained higher grades in the course when compared with other participants. They also discuss that pair programming may be useful in class. McChesney [15] presents another study. In this work, three years of experiments using pair programming are conducted to assess contributions of PP on computer science education. The author observed many advantages of using PP inacademy including improvement of student performance and pairwise communication.

Williams et al. [24] conducted experiments with over 1200 undergraduate students in order to assess the efficacy of pair programming in the academic context. These experiments were applied in two educational institutes in US. They concluded that pair programming may support the student formation, improving their programming skills when compared with the use of individual programming. Finally, Hannay et al. [12] conducted a meta-analysis regarding the experiments with pair programming both in industry and academy. This study covered experiments that compare the use of pair in development with single programming. They conclude that, in general, pair programming may support software quality, although with significant impact on time spent and effort to developers. However, they point common bias in studies with respect to the comparison of pair programming with other development practices.

6. THREATS TO VALIDITY

We designed and conducted carefully the three experiments described in Section 3. For instance, we delimited our experiment scope prior to the execution of the experiments, defined our hypotheses, and how to assess them, after study and based on previous studies. However, some threats to validity may affect our research findings. Following, we discuss each of the four types of threats, with respective treatments, listed by Wolin et al. [25]: internal, conclusion, construct, and external validity.

Construct Validity. We designed our experiments to be applied in different education institutions without significant adaptations, in order to prevent the decharacterization of the experiment. We conducted pilot experiments with volunteers to define development tasks that could be adequately performed by students considering aspects such as experiment time, difficulty level, and the use of Java language in academic context. To provide impartiality of participants with respect to our research questions and experiment hypotheses, we omitted this information to all participants. Therefore, we expected an experiment execution with minimization of biases. Finally, we proposed an oracle for each task, to base the assessment of correctness to each developed task.

Internal Validity. Participants collected data regarding time spent and difficulty level for each developed task through the Experiment Form. However, this procedure may be affected by the comprehension of participants with respect to each proposed task. To minimize this problem, we provided a brief tutorial for form filling, as well as code documentation, and supported participants during the experiments in case of difficulty to understand tasks. We also helped participants in case of problems with Java language, but it was not recurrent mainly because we provided Internet access to support. Moreover, participants may have been unmotivated to complete the experiment. In this context, we rewarded participants with scores in course grade. Our findings may also be affected by the unbalance between participant groups. To minimize this problem, we randomly allocated participants in groups with approximately same size. We discuss the obtained balance in Section 4.

Conclusion Validity. We conducted a careful data analysis to draw conclusions regarding the applied experiments, to minimize problems with respect to data interpretation. We also chose carefully descriptive analysis techniques to present results appropriately. We based our selection of data to be collected in related work, to ensure that such data would be useful in drawing conclusions.

External Validity. Some factor may prevent the generalization of our research findings. For instance, the 55 participants consisted of undergraduate and graduate students from two educational Brazilian institutions. They may not represent properly all Brazilian students, considering their amount, background, cultural aspects, professional experience, and others. However, the available participants for experiment were randomly distributed in groups to minimize this problem and increase the representativeness of the groups. Furthermore, we restricted our experiment execution to one hour, because the experiments were conducted in class. This constraint may affect our findings, since participants may be uncomfortable to develop under time restrictions. However, our experiments were placed in laboratories equipped with sufficient computers and all required tools (Eclipse IDE, for instance) to appropriate experiment execution.

7. CONCLUSION

In this study, we investigated the use of PP in academic context, with undergraduate and graduate students from two educational Brazilian institutions. For this purpose, we run three one-hour experiments composed by five development tasks to be conducted using Java and Eclipse IDE. We compare performance of students using PP and solo programming with respect to: difficulty level faced by participants to complete tasks, time spent, and correctness of implementations provided by participants for tasks.

In general, we observed a positive impact of PP on development regarding time spent and difficulty to complete tasks. Although paired students presented significantly lower difficulty levels and time spent to develop almost all the proposed development tasks
when compared with solo programmers, we were not able to observe an increase of correctness in source code implemented by pairs. Therefore, we conclude PP may support software development performance and product delivery. However, it is necessary another study to assess accurately the possible increase of software quality when using PP as a development practice. We also observe significant indications that PP may be more efficient when compared with solo programming, considering complex and large software systems in terms of lines of code, number of entities, complexity of application domain and other software aspects. Therefore, PP may be useful in requirements comprehension and software verification, decreasing costs with software maintenance, for instance. However, for simple systems, PP may not be more efficient than solo programming, requiring unnecessary time to develop tasks, for instance.

As future work, we suggest the application of this experiment in other institutions to cover more participants from different estates and contexts. A larger set of participants, with more diversified background and professional experiences, may be interesting to increase the generalization of our findings. We also suggest a more robust statistical analysis, to support drawing conclusion regarding the application of PP in academic environment.
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